new+notable — Raf Simons by Roger Hiorns and Garde Co … APPARAT by 5.5 Designers … otto by Polka …
rangoli by Doshi Levien … ANYTHING by Michael Sodeau … raw by Jens Fager … PAPPA*PHONE by
Hulger … DISTRICT by Trek … SPIRAL STOOLS by Viable … Tolix by Normal Studio … AURA by Motorola

By Jill Singer

The Jil Sander store in New York’s Soho, which
opened last summer, is notable mainly for what
it lacks: clothes (shoppers must ascend to the
second floor to see the collections) and color.
Designed by Raf Simons, the Belgian fashion
innovator who has been creative director of the
brand since 2005, the all-white interior features
marble floors, a system of colorless louvers, and
oceans of light.
With the Japanese firm Garde Co, Simons has
also conceived the first-ever flagships for his own
menswear label, which opened this fall in Tokyo
and Osaka. But those interiors couldn’t be more
different from Soho’s austere shell. For Tokyo,
the Los Angeles–based artist Sterling Ruby splattered 700 yards of canvas with bleach, photographed the fabric in three-yard sections, and
turned the results into negative images, which
were then used to paper the walls and ceilings. In
the Osaka store, shown here, British artist Roger
Hiorns covered the floor with tessellated copper
rhomboids and aluminum triangles and cut the
space in half with a shimmering, 30-foot-long
“crying tears” mirror, creating a hyper-reflective
environment for abetting what Hiorns calls “the
consumer’s search for self-affirmation.”
Raf Simons, Herbis Plaza B1F, 2-5-25 Umeda,
Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan, +81 6 6344 1038
www.rafsimons.com or www.garde.co.jp
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Riffing on Baccarat’s famed 1841
Harcourt collection, 5.5 Designers’s
Apparat crystal series is conceptual—
and at half the price of its forebears,
affordable—enough for hipster
registries, or anyone looking to save
a buck. The experimental Parisians
took Harcourt’s basic outlines and
hand-painted 24-karat surrogates
in medallion, silhouette, or motif
patterns on vases ($625), decanters
($790), and tumblers ($225).
www.baccarat.fr
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A collaboration between U.K.
designer Michael Sodeau and the
Japanese Suikosha corporation, the
Anything stationery set launched
at 100% Design in London and
promptly stole our jet-lagged
senior editor’s heart: six brightly
colored, ingeniously shaped office
products—including scissors that
store upright to save space—with
at least a dozen more in the works.
www.anything-design.com

To commemorate Austria’s
turn co-hosting the Euro 08
championship, Lobmeyr asked
Viennese design duo Polka to create
a line of mouth-blown muslin beer
glasses. Called Otto, the collection
starts with a basic profile; an
engraved version with tiny lines
marks goals scored in the 1978
Cordoba, Argentina, World Cup
match—a rare Austrian victory—
and another is sandblasted to look
like a deconstructed soccer ball.
Prices from $83; $1,559 for the gray
cut version below, Lobmeyr’s
Object of the Year.
www.polkaproducts.com
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